
   1زبان انگليسي 

Part A: Grammar & Vocabulary 
1- Which one is ..................... animal of the sea: a shark or a whale? 

1) more dangerous 2) the most dangerous 3) more dangerous than 4) a dangerous 
 

2- They are going to put a weather satellite into ..................... round the Earth. 

1) orbit 2) travel 3) flight 4) circle 
 

3- I always take some ..................... before breakfast. I go for a walk on the beach.  

1) exercise 2) practice 3) health 4) movement 
 

4- Our teacher ..................... our homework papers to correct them during the break.  

1) described 2) collected 3) compared 4) considered 
 

5- All the soldiers were called out by the king to ..................... the castle against all attacks. 

1) destroy 2) inform 3) identify 4) defend 
6- The wind ..................... the smoke away from the burning building.  

1) expressed 2) increased 3) followed 4) carried 
 

7- Tom’s friends say that he ..................... a large sum of money to the Red Cross last year. 

1) capitalized 2) introduced 3) donated 4) divided 
 

Part B: Cloze Test 
No one would have believed, in the last few years of the nineteenth century, that human affairs were being 

watched closely by minds …(8)… man’s and yet as human as his own. As men went about their affairs they 

were watched and studied, perhaps almost as closely as a man might study the …(9)… that live in a drop of 

water.  

No one at that time gave a thought to the older worlds of space. If they thought about them at all, they never 

imagined that the other …(10)… could be a danger to human life. The …(11)… that men imagined was that 

there could possibly be some life on Mars. 

  
8- 1) as great 2) as great as 3) greater than 4) greater 

 
9- 1) creatures 2) wonders 3) strangers 4) defenders 

 
10- 1) plants 2) planets 3) plains 4) plates 

 
11- 1) much 2) less 3) more 4) most 

  
Part C: Reading Comprehension  
Passage 1 

Man is a social creature. He cannot live without a society. The society in which he lives gives him certain rights. 

But rights always go hand in hand with duties. Every man has the right to live a peaceful life. He expects the 

government to protect him and his property. He has certain political, social and personal rights too. But the 

rights cannot be exercised unless certain duties towards society are performed.  

 

12- Man is a social creature because he ..................... .  

1) can live alone  2) can live only with his family   
3) has to live in a society  4) hates living in a society 
 

13- The rights the society gives him ..................... . 

1) go along with duties and responsibilities  2) put him in an awful position  
3) encourage him not to respect the rights of others 4) do not force him to accept any responsibilities 

Passage 2 
If you were out in space, you would see the Earth as a tiny ball moving in a wide path around a star that you 

might recognize as our sun. You would also see, at various distances from the sun, eight other planets all 

traveling in the same direction in almost circular paths around the sun. Moving around some of the planets you 

would see smaller balls – the satellites or moons of the planets. 

14- Satellites move ..................... . 

1) around the balls 2) around the sun 3) around the moon 4) around the planets 
 

15- If we were in the space ..................... .  

1) we could see a huge ball moving around the sun 2) we could see the direction of our trip 
3) we could see a small ball moving around the sun 4) we could see the Earth moving in straight path 


